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Bourque Logistics Announces Updated Software
New, Streamlined User Interface for RAILTRAC® and eBILL®

The Woodlands, Texas – April, 2017. Bourque Logistics, the leader in industrial logistics systems for more
than 28 years, is proud to announce the launch of the new and improved rail fleet management and bill of
lading systems, RAILTRAC® and eBILL®. During the 2016 User’s Group Conference, our customers provided
valuable feedback on future improvements to our software, and our developers made updates and
enhancements to the software to meet the needs of our customers.
Both RAILTRAC® and eBILL® have a new, updated look and feel, while keeping the functionality of the
product intact and familiar. As usual, these updates are full of exciting new features and improvements to
increase the user’s productivity with ease and simplicity.
Enhanced performance features include:







New, modern look, utilizing an icon-based ribbon menu for more intuitive screen navigation
and minimized mouse clicks
Dual monitor display for expanded viewing
Multiple tabbed reporting displays without the need to minimize
Expanded GetData functionality with customizable field design
FASTRAC™ sharable reports for users, with the owner retaining the management of the
report definition
New dashboard functions with graphing and threshold definitions

“We appreciate the extensive feedback from our many customers this past year and have implemented
these suggestions in this new, intuitive user interface,” said Steve Bourque, president of Bourque Logistics.
“We will also continue a process of constant improvements to streamline all logistics functions and reporting
to the benefit of our shipper community.”
With this most recent rollout of RAILTRAC® and eBILL® software, the update and launch of all other Bourque
Logistics’ software will soon follow. Learn more at BourqueLogistics.com.
About Bourque Logistics
Headquartered in The Woodlands, Texas, Bourque Logistics is the leading rail fleet and shipment
management software for rail shippers and has automated rail shipment processes for shippers since 1989
with RAILTRAC®. In addition, eBILL® automates and streamlines the bill of lading and acknowledgment
process using the latest standard EDI interaction with the railroads.

Bourque Logistics now provides a full suite of modules addressing multi-mode shipment operations for
loading and shipping, bill of lading submission, tracking and tracing, freight rating and payment, fleet
accounting, supply chain management, and custom reporting. Our EDI data services connect shippers with
their suppliers, customers, and carriers. Bourque Logistics also provides professional service support for rail
fleet expediting and railcar maintenance management.
For more information, visit BourqueLogistics.com or watch our company overview videos at
youtube.com/bourquelogistics.

